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Introduction

T
he year 2011 marked the

four-hundredth anniversary of the

printing of the Authorized (King

James) Version of the Bible.  The

Authorized Version, as it is commonly

called, has gained a place of acceptance,

affection and appreciation in the hearts

of many of the Lord’s people.  The aim

of this short paper is to give a simple and

brief appreciation of this translation of

the Holy Scriptures.  In particular,

consideration will be given to: the

character and  soundness of the texts

underlying the Authorized Version; the

candour and skillfulness of its

translators, and; the clarity and

sweetness of the resultant translation

presented to the eye and ear of English

reader and listener.

The Soundness 

of the Texts

W
hile inspiration would not be

claimed for any translation1, it

is vitally important that any

volume claiming to be a translation of

the Bible is a faithful representation of

the originally inspired Scriptures.  In

order to understand how faithful the

Authorized Version is to the originally

inspired writings it will be necessary to

give attention to the origin and character

of the manuscripts and texts of both the

Old and New Testaments.

DIVINE PRESERVATION

When we take a look at the title page of

the Authorized Version we find the

words: ‘The Holy Bible, containing the

Old and New Testaments: translated out

of the original tongues; and with the

former translations diligently compared

and revised’.  This indicates that the

translators of the Authorized Version had

access to writings in (what are

commonly called) the ‘original

languages’.

Modern criticism has ventured to

undermine and assail almost all the

books of Holy Scripture2.  Criticism over

the integrity of the Bible has come from

some expected, and even some

unexpected sources3.  This might lead to

a number of pressing questions in the

minds of some.  Has God preserved His

Word?  Is the Bible reliable?

Thankfully, the response to this type of

questioning is found in the Bible itself.

In Psalm 68:11 we are told that ‘the Lord

gave the word’.  We are also told in

Psalm 119:89: ‘For ever, O LORD, thy

word is settled in heaven’.  Indeed, the

Lord Jesus Himself declared: ‘Heaven

and earth shall pass away, but my words

shall not pass away’ (Matthew 24:35).

And while we don’t possess (what are

sometimes called) the ‘original

autographs4’ we can take comfort that

God has not left us in the dark, nor to our

own devices.

The Word of God was known, held and

possessed by His earthly people in Old

Testament times.  The Old Testament

oracles were committed to the care and

faithful guardianship5 of the children of

Israel (Romans 3:2).

In Exodus 17:14, the LORD instructed

Moses to ‘Write …’.  In Nehemiah 8:5,

we read that: ‘Ezra opened the book in

the sight of all the people …’.  In the

first century, the Apostle Paul wrote: ‘all

scripture is given by inspiration of God’

(2nd Timothy 3:16).  In the Book of the

Revelation, the Apostle John ‘bare

record of the word of God’ (Revelation

1:2) and was instructed to write to the

seven Churches in Asia Minor.  In that

same book, we are also told: ‘Blessed is

he that readeth, and they that hear the

words of this prophecy, and keep those

things which are written …’ (1:3).  As

such, we can see that God has given His

Word, that the given Word was written,

and that the things written were to be

kept.

When we come to consider the

Authorized Version some might

specifically enquire: is it a true

representation of the original Scriptures?

Has the given Word been kept?  In order

to answer these questions, it might be

appropriate to enquire as to the character

of the underlying texts of the Authorized

Version.  Are they true to the original

writings?  When responding to this line

of enquiry, there are two matters that

should be considered separately:

• one relates to the text of the 

Old Testament;

• the other to the text of the 

New Testament.

THE OLD TESTAMENT TExT

The Old Testament was originally

written in Hebrew with the exception of

a small portion in Ezra and Daniel which

was written in Chaldee, sometimes

called Aramaic6.  While Chaldee names

appear on occasion in both the Old and

New Testaments, the margin of the

Newberry Reference Bible indicates that

Jeremiah 10:11 was also written in

Chaldee.

According to the ancient Jewish

writings, known as the Talmud, Ezra

formed a synod of scribes and teachers
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single standard New Testament text.

Rather, and generally speaking 

(and while some might write of more),

there are in essence two basic families14

of Greek manuscripts and resultant texts

produced from them.  One family is

termed ‘Alexandrian15’, after the region

in Northern Africa where these

manuscripts were discovered.  The other

family is termed ‘Byzantine’ because it

prevailed throughout the Church in the

Byzantine period (AD 312-1453) and

long after16.  The Byzantine text-type is

sometimes called ‘Antiochian17’ after its

perceived connection with Antioch.

ALExANDRIA OR ANTIOCH?

Most modern scholars (and thus, modern

versions) have tended to show preference

for the Alexandrian family of New

Testament manuscripts and resultant texts

– believing it to be the place from which

the ‘best’ manuscripts emerged.

But Acts 18 shows us that Alexandria

was not necessarily the place where truth

was fully known and held.  We read in

Acts 18:24 that ‘Apollos, born at

Alexandria, an eloquent man, and mighty

in the scriptures, came to Ephesus’.

However, the following verse tells us that

he knew only the baptism of John.  The

following chapter (v1-2) tells us that the

‘certain disciples’ whom the Apostle Paul

came into contact with at Ephesus (where

Apollos had taught) were in error as to

the Person of the Holy Ghost.

Perhaps the region of Alexandria, and the

manuscripts and text it has produced was

not the place of full knowledge as some

would have us think.

On the other hand, the manuscripts and

text underlying the New Testament of the

Authorized Version are of an entirely

different character: being Byzantine (or

Antiochian).  Antioch was the place

where ‘Paul also and Barnabas continued

… teaching and preaching the word of

the Lord, with many others also’ (Acts

15:35).  This was the very place of

progress of the gospel as recorded in the

Book of the Acts.

Interestingly, even a leading proponent of

the Alexandrian text-type admitted that it

did not have any greatly accepted usage

in the third century18.  Yet, on the other

hand, acceptance and usage of the

Byzantine/Antiochian text-type has been

traced back to the second century19.

for the purpose of teaching and

interpreting the Torah (i.e. the Law). 

In order to do this effectively, they set

about producing a standard Old

Testament Text7.  Essentially, all existing

Hebrew texts of the Old Testament

derive form the same source8.  Even after

the destruction of the Temple in

Jerusalem (AD 70) the Jews continued to

ensure the careful copying of the

Hebrew text by means of stringent

checks, balances and other safeguards9.

Down the years, a long line of Hebrew

scribes followed in the tradition of Ezra

and his successors to preserve an

accurate Old Testament text.  The

earliest of the scribes that continued this

work were called Tannaim (or Teachers).

They were followed by another group of

scribes called Amoraim (or Expositors);

who were then followed in the sixth

century by the Masoretes (or Traditional-

ist).  These Masoretes took extraordinary

pains to transmit without error the Old

Testament text they had received from

their predecessors.  Their approach to

preserving the text involved them

counting, not only the words, but even

the very letters, contained in the sacred

text10.

THE MASORETIC TExT

The first printed Hebrew text from the

Masoretic succession was published by

Daniel Bomberg in AD 1516/17. The

second edition was edited by Jacob ben

Chayyim (sometimes called Jacob ben

Hayyim ibn Adonijah) and issued by

Bomberg in four volumes in AD

1524/25.  This became the prototype of

Hebrew Bibles down to the present

day11.  This Masoretic work enjoyed an

absolute monopoly for six hundred

years, and experts have been astonished

at the fidelity of the earliest printed

version (late fifteenth century) to the

earliest surviving codices (late ninth

century).  This text came to be known as

the Hebrew ‘Masoretic Text’.  Even the

Encyclopaedia Britannica cites the

Masoretic Text as being universally

accepted as the authentic Hebrew

Bible12.  This Masoretic Text is the text

underlying the Old Testament of the

Authorized Version.

TRUE, RELIABLE AND SOUND

In appreciating the character, careful

copying and preserving of the Hebrew

Masoretic Text, we see that we have an

Old Testament text that is true to the

original writings.  As such, the Old

Testament text underlying the

Authorized Version is true, reliable and

sound.

To quote from ‘The Translators to the

Reader’, as published in the 1611

Edition: ‘If you ask what they had before

them, truly it was the Hebrew text of the

Old Testament, the Greek of the New’.

This leads us on to consider the text

underlying the New Testament of the

Authorized Version.

THE NEW TESTAMENT TExT

The New Testament was originally

written in ‘Common’ Greek, sometimes

called Koinē Greek.  This was the

language of millions of people

throughout the Graeco-Roman world.  

It was the ‘everyday’ language of the

people13.

When entering the realm of New

Testament textual studies, one of the first

things that strikes us is the fact that there

isn’t actually, what might be called, a
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being ‘better’ than that used in the

Authorized Version.  However, the

portion of the Sinaiticus purchased by

the British Museum, and displayed in the

British Library in 2009, showed that the

last verse of John’s Gospel had initially

been omitted by the copyist.  The same

exhibition displayed a copy of a page of

the Sinaiticus at the close of Mark’s

Gospel where an entire column has been

left almost entirely blank.  Yet the vast

majority of other manuscripts for this

portion of Scripture retain the last twelve

verses of Mark!  

In fact, a nineteenth century scholar

examined over six hundred manuscripts

and found that it was only the Sinaiticus

and Vacticanus manuscripts that were at

variance with the Received Text in this

passage31.  These verses testify details of

Christ’s resurrection and His

commission to go into all the world and

preach the gospel.

Are these so-called ‘older’ manuscripts

really ‘better witnesses’?  Are we to

follow the common practice of modern-

day scholarship and critics who (for

reasons best known to themselves)

follow the Alexandrian text-type when it

so frequently departs from manuscripts

and texts which set forth the truths of

Christ and of the gospel?  Has this

Alexandrian text-type not introduced a

significant degree of confusion when

they are compared to the vast majority of

other New Testament Greek

manuscripts?

GOD IS NOT THE AUTHOR OF

CONFUSION

We do well to remember that God is not

the author of confusion (1st Corinthians

14:33).  Surely such a contradictory and

confusing family of manuscripts could

not be the best representation of the

originally inspired writings!

Thankfully, the character of the text

underlying the New Testament of the

Authorized Version (being

Byzantine/Antiochian) is of an entirely

different order altogether than the

Alexandrian text-type.

The differing characteristics between the

Critical and Received Texts can be easily

understood by noting the annotations

given in the footer of the Newberry

Reference Bible (Large Handy Type or

Kregel Edition) or Newberry’s

Englishman’s Greek New Testament.

[NB The Large Handy Type or ‘single

column’ Newberry gives identifying

letters for the variant manuscripts; and

the Kregel Edition frequently supplies

the abbreviated names of constructed

Critical Texts.]

By consulting this critical apparatus the

reader can readily see that the Critical

Text or manuscripts which often suggest

variations or omissions to the words

found in the Authorized Version are the

same texts which not only omit the

resurrection of Christ at the close of

Mark 16 but also the moral passage in

John 7:53 – 8:11, the confession of faith

as a prerequisite for baptism in Acts

8:37, and the reference to ‘His blood’ in

Colossians 1:14.

It is interesting to note that a prolific

writer of a bygone day wrote that the

few ancient manuscripts used to form the

Critical Text are scarcely ever in accord

in any instance where they differ from

the Received Text32.

THE GREEK RECEIVED TExT OF

THE AUTHORIZED VERSION

Over five thousand Greek New

Testament manuscripts and fragments

have survived to this day20.  The vast

majority of these agree with each other,

and display remarkable uniformity:

particularly those termed Byzantine21.

This family of manuscripts formed what

is sometimes called the Traditional

Text22 of the New Testament; sometimes

referred to as the Textus Receptus (to use

its Latin descriptor) or, more simply, the

‘Received Text23’.  However, the term

Received Text wasn’t actually used until

163324. This Received Text is the text

which underlies the New Testament of

the Authorized Version.

Most surviving New Testament Greek

manuscripts and fragments belong to the

Byzantine/Antiochian family.  In fact,

the Alexandrian family is comprised of

only a handful of Papyri and no more

than thirty Greek New Testament

manuscripts25.

It might sometimes be asserted that

modern versions are better than the

Authorized Version because of the

discovery of much ‘older manuscripts’

than were available in the seventeenth

century.  But is this a valid claim against

the text-type used in the New Testament

of the Authorized Version?

THE SINAITICUS AND

VATICANUS MANUSCRIPTS

There are two particular ‘older

manuscripts’ which have gained

particular acceptance among modern

scholarship: the Sinaiticus and the

Vaticanus.  The Sinaiticus was

discovered in 1844 as it was being

discarded at a monastery at Mount

Sinai26.  It has actually been the subject

of no less than ten different attempts of

revision and correction27.  The Vaticanus

was found in the Vatican library in the

fifteenth century, and its history is

virtually unknown28.  The Vaticanus

leaves out words or whole clauses in a

multitude of places throughout the

Gospels29.

In fact, these so-called ‘older’ and ‘most

reliable’ manuscripts don’t even agree

with each other in very many instances.

In the Gospels alone, the Sinaiticus and

the Vaticanus differ from each other in

thousands of places30.

THE CRITICAL GREEK TExT

These two manuscripts are often cited in

footnotes and commentaries as being the

‘most reliable Greek manuscripts’.  They

effectively formed what is called the

‘Critical Text’.  The Sinaiticus and

Vaticanus (and thus the Critical Text

produced from them) are often cited as

9
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THE LEARNED MEN

Someone else has suggested that they

were men whose names deserve to be

kept in lasting memory, as those who

have accomplished one of the greatest

and most fruitful pieces of work ever

given to men to do in this world38.  We

do well to consider the abilities of these

men, and it may also be worthwhile for

us to gain a brief appreciation of their

approach to translating the Bible.

THE TRANSLATORS’ PREFACE

The original ‘Translators’ Preface’ to the

Authorized Version in 1611 reads:

‘We commend thee to God, and to the

Spirit of His grace, which is able to

build further than we can ask or

think.  He removeth the scales from

our eyes, the vail from our hearts,

opening our wits that we may

understand His Word, enlarging our

hearts, yea, correcting our affections,

that we may love it above gold and

silver, yea, that we may love it to the

end’.

This gives us an insight into how the

translators of the Authorized Version

approached their work.

The most learned theological scholars in

the British Isles were chosen for the

translation of the Authorized Version39.

The list has been well publicized in a

range of writings40.  The translators of

the Authorized Version appear to have

been men of exceptional ability: ‘men of

real learning41’.  Originally fifty-four

men were chosen for this work.  Some of

this number died, and others withdrew

before the translation was started.  The

number of learned men involved in

completing this work eventually

comprised forty-seven of the original

number42.

THE TRANSLATION

COMMITTEES

The translators grouped in three different

locations: at Oxford, Westminster and

Cambridge.  They were divided into six

committees: two met at Oxford, two at

Westminster and two at Cambridge.

• Genesis to Second Kings was

translated by the Old Testament

Westminster committee.

• First Chronicles through to the Song

of Solomon was translated by the Old

Testament Cambridge committee.

• Isaiah through to Malachi was

translated by the Old Testament Oxford

committee.

• The Four Gospels, Acts and

Revelation were translated by the New

Testament Oxford committee.

• The Epistles were translated by the

New Testament Westminster committee.

A further committee also met at

Cambridge: their work related to non-

Biblical writings not accepted as

belonging to the Canon of Scripture.

THE NESTLE-ALAND GREEK

TExT

The modern-day counterpart of the

Critical Text introduced in the nineteenth

century is the ‘Nestle-Aland’ text which

is based on the Alexandrian family of

manuscripts33.  In fact, the United Bible

Societies (UBS) third edition (1983)

Greek New Testament text is virtually

the same as the twenty-sixth edition of

the Nestle-Aland text34.  Interestingly,

these texts are frequently cited in the

margin or footnotes of modern versions

and commentaries.

Some might contend that later

discoveries should lead us to prefer the

Alexandrian family of manuscripts and

subsequent text, such as those used in

modern versions.  However, the first

edition of any Greek text to be published

was done so by Erasmus in 1516.  He

actually had opportunity to use, at least,

two Alexandrian manuscripts then

available: Alexandrinus and Vaticanus.

Yet Erasmus followed the Byzantine

family of manuscripts.  Subsequent

editions of his Greek text stayed with the

Byzantine family of manuscripts35.  

The Greek texts published by Erasmus

were followed by those published by

Stephens and Beza.  Both Stephens and

Beza followed the Byzantine family of

manuscripts.  Beza’s Greek text of 1598

was effectively that which was used by

the translators as the underlying Greek

text of the New Testament of the

Authorized Version36.  [NB The Stephens

1550 text is presented in Thomas

Newberry’s Englishman’s Greek New

Testament.]

THE RELIABILITY OF THE

GREEK RECEIVED TExT

UNDERLYING THE AUTHORIZED

VERSION

Therefore, the Received Text underlying

the New Testament of the Authorized

Version is on a different plane than the

Sinaiticus, the Vaticanus or the related

Critical Text.  The text underlying the

New Testament of the Authorized

Version has been taken from the vast

majority of Greek manuscripts which

agree with each other.  As such, it stands

surely and soundly on the doctrines of

Christ and the truths owned by the

1:19, in the underlying texts of the

Authorized Version, we have: ‘a more

sure word’.

The Skillfulness of the

Translators

O
ne former world leader has been

reported as saying: ‘the scholars

who produced this masterpiece

are mostly unknown and unremembered.

But they forged an enduring link, literary

and religious, between the English-

speaking people of the world37’.
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THE TRANSLATORS’ APPROACH

TO TRANSLATING THE BIBLE

The principles involved in translating the

Scriptures into English, and the approach

adopted by the translators, were most

exacting.  A portion of scripture was

assigned to each translating committee.

As such, these men needed to know the

original languages thoroughly because

each committee member had to translate

the complete portion of scripture

assigned to that committee.

METICULOUS REVIEWING TO

ARRIVE AT THE BEST FORM OF

WORDS

These learned men (under the constraints

of the previously cited ‘Translators’

Preface’) then met together to compare

the results of their independent

translation and agree upon the final form

of words.  The resultant work was then

transmitted to each of the other

companies for agreement.  Then a select

committee carefully and meticulously

reviewed the whole work again.  Finally,

two of the number then undertook a final

review43.

THE TRANSLATORS’ 

QUALIFICATIONS

The ‘Bibliographical Introduction’ in the

1611 Edition lists the position and quali-

fication of each member in each

committee.  It is beyond doubt that the

translators of the Authorized Version

included some of the most distinguished

scholars of that day.  The ability of these

‘Learned Men’ is beyond reproach.

The modern-day reader might be

forgiven for assuming that it is only

modern-day scholars who excel in

providing the believer with an array of

‘literal renderings’, ‘alternate readings’

or ‘marginal notes’.  However, the

documentation on display in the Great

Hall of Lambeth Palace, London 

(25 May – 29 July 2011) clearly

demonstrated that the translators of the

Authorized Version employed a

mechanism to list and compare a range

of possible readings.  This enabled them

to present the best possible rendering of

the words in the text. 

Someone has suggested that the

Authorized Version of the Bible is ‘the

only great work of art ever created by a

committee44’.  These men pursued their

goal to produce a translation for the

ordinary English reader: a Bible which

was ‘appointed to be read’.

SUITED FOR PUBLIC READING

Indeed, the Authorized Version is

superbly suited for public reading.  A

study of its rhythms suggests that the

men responsible had an instinctive

feeling for readability and good commu-

nicative style45.  Even a leading interna-

tionally recognised newspaper has

acknowledged that the language of the

Authorized Version is not archaic or

13
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difficult, and that it uses short and

unambiguous words.  It makes poetry

out of narrative, not by ornamentation

but by rhythm46.  It even appears that its

language has influenced some of the

world’s most famous secular writers47.

The reader of the Authorized Version of

the Bible might also gain some insight

into the candour of these men when we

realise that their approach to translating

the Holy Scriptures endeavoured to

‘approve things that are excellent’

(Philippians 1:10), by distinguishing the

things that differ.  Among other things,

one result of their approach was the

careful distinguishing of Divine Names

and Titles.

THE DIVINE NAME JEHOVAH

In particular, the translators specified a

precise form of typeface for occurrences

of the Name ‘Jehovah’ in the Old

Testament.  In almost seven thousand

instances, the translators have identified

that ‘Wondrous Name’ by using a

specific format: ‘the LORD’ -  with

‘LORD’ printed all in capital letters.

This signifies that it is the Divine Name

Jehovah in the underlying text in these

instances.

JEHOVAH LAID ON CHRIST THE

INIQUITY OF US ALL

Appreciating this can make familiar Old

Testament texts very precious indeed.

For example, in Isaiah 53:6, we read:

‘the LORD hath laid on Him the

iniquity of us all’.

This bows the heart before God when we

ponder that the thrice holy Jehovah of

Isaiah 6:3 was the one who laid on

Christ the iniquity of us all.
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THE SEVEN OCCURRENCES OF

THE NAME JEHOVAH IN THE

AUTHORIZED VERSION

It is also most interesting to note that

while specific typeface has been used to

represent approximately seven thousand

occurrences in the Old Testament of that

Divine Name, for some particular

reason, we actually have seven

remarkable occurrences in the

Authorized Version where JEHOVAH is

directly presented to us:

• four times on its own in 

Exodus 6:3, Psalm 83:18, 

Isaiah 12:2, and Isaiah 26:4; 

• three times in compound form; 

Jehovah-jireh (Genesis 22:14), 

Jehovah-nissi (Exodus 17:15), 

and Jehovah-shalom (Judges 6:24).

The use of particular typeface, as set out

by the translators of the Authorized

Version in the production of the 1611

Edition, has been a particular legacy of

these men.

Even when the typeface was updated and

spelling standardized in 1762 and 1769

(to change letters like the ‘long S’ which

looked more like the modern-day ‘f’’,

replacing the Old English ‘u’ which

looked more like a ‘v’, and changing

words like ‘Arke’ to ‘Ark’ etc.), the

standard printed text of the Authorized

Version maintained this significant

feature of distinguishing Divine Names

and Titles.

A RICH HERITAGE

Such a rich heritage enables believers

today to emulate the faithful remnant in

Malachi’s time, who: ‘feared the LORD’

and who ‘thought upon His Name’

(Malachi 3:16).

As outlined previously, the title page of

the Authorized Version indicates that the

translators had access to writings in the

original languages, and also earlier

versions of the Bible.  They would have

been familiar with the early English

language translations as well as those

written in other languages.  They would

have been familiar with words and

phrases which, even in the sixteenth

century, would have been precious to the

Lord’s people.

THE PLACE WHICH IS CALLED

CALVARY

Sadly, since the late nineteenth century,

most versions have removed one

particular word from the Bible: the

word ‘Calvary’.

The translators of the Authorized Version

would have had access to previous

translations, such as, Wycliff’s

translation from Latin (produced around

1380 or thereabouts); and Tyndale’s New

Testament published in 1525.  It was

16

actually Wycliff (sometimes written

‘Wycliffe’) who placed the word

‘Calvary’ in the first English Bible.  

[NB Calvary coming from the Latin

‘Calvaria’: meaning not merely a skull

but a bare skull48.]

Tyndale maintained ‘Calvary’ in his

translation.  In fact, Cranmer’s Bible of

1539, the Geneva Bible of 1557, and

even the Rheims Bible of 1582, all

contained the word ‘Calvary49’.  It was

no doubt known to believers of a bygone

day: and the word ‘Calvary’ is still

owned and loved by believers today. 

Yet the vast majority of modern versions

have removed ‘Calvary’ from the Bible.

But thankfully, the translators of the

Authorized Version retained the

anglicized word ‘Calvary’.  They have

given the world those magnificent words

of Luke 23:33:

‘And when they were come to the place,

which is called Calvary, there they

crucified him, and the malefactors, one

on the right hand, and the other on the

left’.

A NOTEWORTHY APPROACH TO

TRANSLATING THE BIBLE

The translators of the Authorized Version

were preeminent in their day.  Their

knowledge of the original languages;

their approach to the Word of God; and

their ability as translators is remarkable.

They were indeed scholarly, and truly

‘Learned Men’.  Their skillful approach

to translation is most noteworthy.

The Sweetness of the

Translation

T
he language of the Authorized

Version seems to stand in a class

of its own.  This fact has even

been acknowledged by some who don’t

own Christ as Saviour50.

SOME OF THE SWEETEST

ExPRESSIONS EVER FOUND IN

ENGLISH

While over time, users of the English

language have changed the meaning and

usage of some words that are found in

the Authorized Version, many of the

Lord’s people will agree that the

Authorized Version has given us some of

the sweetest expressions ever found in

the English language.  For example:

‘But He was wounded for our transgres-

sions, He was bruised for our iniquities

…’ (Isaiah 53:5);

‘the Father sent the Son to be the

Saviour of the world’ 

(1st John 4:14);

‘For there is one God, and one mediator

between God and men, the man Christ

Jesus; Who gave himself a ransom for all

…’ (1st Timothy 2:5-6);

‘And without controversy great is the

mystery of godliness: God was manifest

in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen

of angels, preached unto the Gentiles,

believed on in the world, received up

into glory’ 

(1st Timothy 3:16).

‘For the Son of man is not come to

destroy men’s lives, but to save them …’

(Luke 9:56).

William Tyndale



Father by specifically using the singular

personal pronouns: ‘thee’ and ‘thou’.

As such, He addressed one Person of the

Godhead alone – His Father.  Therefore, using

‘thee’ and ‘thou’ in stead of ‘you’ and ‘your’

when addressing God the Father is not an ‘old

fashioned’ form of address.  And while it may

be a more reverent form of address; it is

actually the correct way to address God – as

demonstrated by the Lord Jesus Himself.

Thus, the language used by our Lord in

addressing God the Father, in using singular

personal pronouns, as presented in the

Authorized Version, gives the believer an

appropriate pattern to follow in prayer.

GAINING A CLEARER

UNDERSTANDING OF THE MEANING

OF THE PASSAGE

It is sometimes suggested that disposing of

‘thou’, ‘thee’, ‘thy’, ‘ye’ etc., as commonly

adopted in modern Bible translations, removes

‘antiquated terminology’ and makes under-

standing the Bible easier.  But a right

appreciation of the reason for distinguishing

between plural and singular persons (even

when addressing God is not under considera-

tion) will give the reader a clearer

understanding of the true meaning of the

passage under consideration. For example, in

Luke 22:31-32 we read: ‘And the Lord said,

Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired to

have you, that he may sift you as wheat: But I

have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not’.

Whereas other versions may prefer to use

‘you’ and ‘your’ as opposed to ‘thee’ and ‘thy’,

doing so actually obscures the meaning of the

passage, and in some cases may even lead to

confusion.  Whom did the Lord say Satan had

desired to sift as wheat?  Who did he

specifically pray for that their faith would not

fail?

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN

SINGULAR AND PLURAL

Many versions are unhelpful and unclear on

this matter.  But because the Authorized

Version distinguishes between the singular and

the plural, the true meaning of the text can be

seen.  So, when the Lord spoke at first, using

the plural word translated ‘you’ (as presented

in the Authorized Version), He was stating that

Satan had desired to have ‘all’ the remaining

disciples to sift them as wheat.  But when He

continued, He then spoke specifically of Peter.

For the Authorized Version translates the

singular Greek words by the singular English

words ‘thee’ and ‘thy’.  Thus, the Authorized

Version makes it plain that while Satan had
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[NB The rest of Luke 9:56 reads: ‘And

they went to another village’. But the truth

indicating why the Son of Man came has

been omitted from many modern versions;

leaving the verse to merely read: ‘And they

went to another village’.]

BALANCED LINES AND

WONDERFUL RHYTHM

The language of the Authorized Version has

no rhymes but it is what is called ‘free

verse’, with balanced lines, mainly in

couplets.  There is a wonderful rhythm, not

only in the poetic books, but throughout its

text.  While further and profitable mention

might be made regarding the flow, style and

cadence of the Authorized Version, there are

a number of other features of its resultant

translation which further commend its

beauties to us.

THE METHOD OF TRANSLATION

EMPLOYED IN THE AUTHORIZED

VERSION

It is important to acknowledge that the

method of translation of any version will

directly affect the resultant translated words

and phrases.  Generally speaking, Bible

translators have adopted one of two basic

approaches to translating the Word of God51.

One method involves seeking to convey the

‘thoughts’ of the text – if not the actual

meaning of the words themselves.  The

notion with this method is that the translators

will try to give, not merely the most sensible

literal translation of the word, but they will

also try to convey what ‘they feel’ to be the

‘thought’ or ‘idea’ of the passage.  This

methodology is sometimes referred to as

‘Dynamic Equivalence’.  It is the method

frequently employed in modern versions.

But instead of translating the Word of God

from the original languages, this approach

actually lends itself to ‘interpretation’ of the

text.  

A TRUE ‘WORD FOR WORD’

TRANSLATION

However, the English of Authorized Version

has been produced using an entirely different

method of translation: a method known as

‘Formal Equivalence’.  In the Formal

Equivalence method, the translators of the

Authorized Version carefully and accurately

translated the preferred texts ‘word for word’

in order to give the reader the most accurate

and the most intelligible rendering of the

Word of God in the English language.

THEE, THINE AND THY

Another notable feature of the translation

produced in the Authorized Version is its use

of differentiating terms such as ‘thee’ or

‘ye’; ‘thy’ or ‘your’; and ‘thine’ or ‘yours’.

A range of material has been written on the

use of terms; such as ‘thee’, ‘thy’ and ‘thine’

in preference of ‘you’, your’ and ‘yours’;

with particular regard to the distinction and

dignity of these forms of address52.

However, another important matter relates to

the doctrinal implications of using singular

or plural personal pronouns.  For example, in

John chapter 11, when the Lord Jesus stood

at the grave of Lazarus, we read (in v41) that

He ‘lifted up His eyes, and said, Father, I

thank thee that thou hast heard me’.

SOUND DOCTRINE FOR

ADDRESSING GOD

While few, if any, would doubt the dignity of

the manner in which our Lord addressed His

Heavenly Father, there is actually something

very significant presented to us in the form

of words that He used: something that is, in

fact, doctrinal, and written for our learning.

For, the Lord Jesus addressed His Heavenly
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well as a simple and clear demonstration

of any supplied wording in italics; gives

the reader of the Authorized Version a

true ‘word for word’ translation.  A

version of the Scriptures of this calibre

gives the reader and listener an accurate

rendering of God’s Word in English.  It

leaves interpretation to the Holy Spirit.

It presents words of life to the perishing

sinner; and it contributes to sure

exposition by teachers of the Word of

God.

Conclusion

n the Authorized Version of the

Bible, we find ourselves with no

ordinary book.  Rather, we are

privileged to have a version of the

Scriptures based on Traditional and

reliable underlying texts.  It extols ‘the

honour of His Name’ (Psalm 66:2).  It

was translated by men of remarkable

ability: truly ‘Learned Men’.  The

method of translation employed resulted

in a ‘word for word’ translation: which

coupled with the use of singular and

plural personal pronouns; as well as the

use of italic type; has given us a truly

wonderful and accurate translation of

the Bible in English.

As such, the Authorized Version stands

out as a truly splendid and true

translation of the inspired, inerrant and

infallible Word of God.

We are truly privileged to have a version

of the Scriptures whose beautiful

language has given us verses such as

John 3:16: 

‘For God so loved the world, that He

gave His only begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth in Him, should not

perish but have everlasting life.’

Wonderful language, wondrously

employed to present God’s wonderful

provision for the world!  In this verse,

the Authorized Version has given us

what might be quite readily described as

twenty-five of the most wonderful

words known in the English language.

Perhaps we can apply David’s words in

our appreciation of the Authorized

Version of the Bible.  There is indeed

none like it!

May our daily yearning continually be:

‘give it me’!  And may we also display

something of Naboth’s attitude towards

Ahab who sought to take away his

possession from him: ‘The LORD

forbid it me, that I should give the

inheritance of my fathers unto thee’ (1st
Kings 21:3).

May the Lord forbid us from setting

aside or casting away this rich

inheritance: and may we truly

appreciate the value of our beloved

Authorized Version.

desired to sift all the remaining disciples as

wheat, the Lord had specifically prayed for

Peter that ‘his’ faith would not fail – and that

afterward ‘he’ could then strengthen his

brethren.

I SAY UNTO THEE, YE MUST BE

BORN AGAIN

Another notable example is found in John

3:7.  There, the Lord Jesus speaking to

Nicodemus said: ‘Marvel not that I said unto

thee, Ye must be born again’.  By using the

singular word ‘thee’ first, the translators are

indicating that the Lord was speaking

initially, personally and separately to

Nicodemus as an individual.  But by using

the plural word ‘ye’ next, the translators are

indicating that the Lord then declared that,

not only Nicodemus, but ‘all’ need to be

born again if they are to see the Kingdom of

God.

Therefore, the fact that the Authorized

Version distinguishes terms such as ‘thee’ or

‘ye’; ‘thy’ or ‘your’; and ‘thine’ or ‘yours’

sets it on a different plane to so many other

versions.  It carefully translates these various

personal pronouns to show when plural and

singular persons are being considered.

THE USE OF ITALICS

It is also worth noting that there were

occasions when the translators came across

places in the text where English words

needed to be supplied to make-up or

complete the translated English sentence.

But rather than simply supply English words

where no original language equivalent was

present, without any form of notification, the

translators employed a noteworthy approach:

they used ‘italic’ type.

Whereas, modern writings might use italics

to show emphasis as desired by the author,

this was not the approach used in translating

the Authorized Version.  Rather, the resultant

translation of the original languages, as

found in the Authorized Version, uses italics

to show where words have been supplied to

bridge any gap between the original

languages and English.

HE IS THE PROPITIATION FOR OUR

SINS

For example, in 1st John 2:2 we read: ‘And

He is the propitiation for our sins: and not

for ours only, but also for the sins of the

whole world.’

Thus, by the use of italics the English reader

(and also the gospel preacher) is able to see

that the words ‘the sins of’ have been

supplied.

A TRULY SPLENDID TRANSLATION

Therefore, the method of translation

employed by the translators of the

Authorized Version; coupled with the identi-

fication of singular and plural pronouns; as
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In 1st Samuel 21, we read of David

looking for a spear or a sword at a time

of great trial in his life.  In v9 of the

chapter, Ahimelech the priest tells him:

‘The sword of Goliath the Philistine,

whom thou slewest in the valley of

Elah, behold, it is here wrapped in a

cloth behind the ephod: if thou wilt take

that, take it: for there is no other save

that here’.  David’s response is

remarkable: ‘There is none like that;

give it me’.
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